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ABSTRACT

China's grand strategy calls for accumulating sufficient national power to maintain internal order, defend its sovereignty, and eventually replace the United States as the dominant global power. This SRP examines the origins and nature of China's global objectives and their negative implications for the U.S. Specifically, it will address these questions: How will China behave over the next several decades, and what should the U.S. do about it? China's history and cultural underpinnings indicate that it will continue on its course towards global superpower status. Unless China's political structure changes to allow a more representative form of government, its rise to this status will threaten American security. Washington's current China policy places its confidence in the unsubstantiated hope that increasing wealth will lead to democratic reform in China. Actually, China's increasing prosperity is countering democratic reform, and current policy will not quickly lead to a democratic China. This SRP identifies China's economy as its strategic center of gravity and recommends maintaining a utilitarian relationship with Beijing while purposefully slowing the rate of China's economic growth. This will prevent China's premature rise to superpower status and eventually enable democratic reform to change China's culture, producing a more responsible superpower.
China’s grand strategy calls for accumulating sufficient national power to maintain internal order, defend its sovereignty, and eventually replace the United States as the dominant global power.\(^1\) Unless China’s political structure changes, its ascension will threaten American security.\(^2\) This SRP examines the origins and nature of China’s global objectives and their negative implications for the U.S. Specifically, it will address these questions: How will China behave over the next several decades, and what should the U.S. do about it? Rather than a detailed blueprint for action, it offers a prophetic road sign proclaiming, “This is the way – walk ye in it!”\(^3\) That way is to maintain a utilitarian relationship with Beijing while purposefully slowing the rate of China’s growth, thereby enabling its society time to change and responsibly accommodate its rapidly expanding power.

China’s Rise – Hic Sunt Dracones\(^4\)

China maintains the world’s fastest growing economy, averaging a nine-percent yearly increase in Gross National Product (GNP)\(^5\). Building military capabilities at a war-time pace,\(^6\) its increasing expansion will one day alter the Pacific power balance, enable force-projection capabilities,\(^7\) and produce coercive global muscle.\(^8\) Its burgeoning economy bolsters other instruments of strength, and China employs its wealth to fund worldwide diplomatic leverage and soft power.\(^9\)

Beijing is preoccupied with maintaining security from suspected enemies,\(^10\) imposes stringent measures to preserve internal control,\(^11\) and believes it can only achieve lasting national security if no greater world power can prevent it from carrying out domestic, regional, and global policies. Achieving superpower status is Beijing’s ultimate defense from external threats and from losing domestic legitimacy.\(^12\) Its intermediate goals are to reunify Taiwan with the mainland, reclaim other disputed territory,\(^13\) and dominate the region.\(^14\) China minimizes conflict with other nations in order to cultivate its economy, gain international influence, build its military, and maintain internal order. Having identified America\(^15\) as its greatest strategic impediment,\(^16\) it will begin to marginalize American influence when China’s power renders it difficult to challenge.\(^17\) China’s budding power, asymmetric capabilities,\(^18\) and historical readiness to employ force\(^19\) when it perceives challenges,\(^20\) posture it to be America’s greatest emerging competitor,\(^21\) despite contrary assertions by the Department of Defense.\(^22\) Unless the U.S. recognizes China’s ambition and systematically deals with it, open conflict between the U.S. and China could flare where interests clash.
China’s Rise – Contributing Influences

It is difficult to precisely interpret the intentions of a diverse population and leadership in a heterogeneous geopolitical entity like China, and China’s recent regimes have not openly articulated an intentional grand strategy. However, their behavior implies an overarching sense of purpose and direction, which reflects contributions from Chinese culture, philosophy, and history. China’s view of time, history of empire, inclination toward authoritarian government, and cultural concepts of war and military use, all furnish pieces to the strategic puzzle. These factors bear further examination because they indicate how deeply China’s strategy is embedded in its psyche and how likely this sense of purpose will motivate future leaders. A 2005 Defense Department report predicts that China is not yet set on an immutable course. On the contrary, China’s past indicates it will accumulate power, if unhindered, until no other nation can interfere with its will.

One component shaping China’s intentions involves its Eastern approach to time. Easterners view time as cyclical, whereas Westerners view it as linear, and the Eastern temporal perspective is a qualitative focus on events rather than a quantitative focus on length. Objectives, in Eastern strategies, are more important than the time it takes to achieve them. The People’s Republic of China’s persistent campaign to replace Taiwan on the UN Security Council illustrated that the importance of the result far superseded the length of time taken to achieve it. With infinite patience, Chinese leaders plan in terms of generations, thus securing an advantage over Western leaders who plan in terms of the next election.

Chinese history helps explain its drive for power and its acquiescence to totalitarian rule. For millennia China considered itself the center of civilization, endowed with an inherent prerogative to receive both monetary tribute and respect. The modern Chinese state is in many ways a revival and continuation of this empire. Restoration of preeminence constitutes a powerful subconscious buttress to the Chinese will and looms as its ultimate goal. For the Chinese, the label “hegemon” is pejorative only when applied to other nations, and the hegemonic label would rest most comfortably over the doorframe of China’s house. China believes that, with its superior culture, its rightful place is to again occupy the center of global civilization. Coupled with this early identity of empire is a “Strong China Complex.”

A tradition of absolutism, focusing authority and power in one person, has in various iterations formed the base of Chinese governance from its foundation. From hegemonic feudal states to Legalist-influenced dynasties, China experienced rule by those who elevated their
position and power.\textsuperscript{34} China’s history conditioned its culture to seek the greatness of empire and to accept autocratic government, both of which are operational in today’s China.

China’s philosophical view of war also shapes its grand strategy. Sun Tzu’s indirect philosophy, arising from China’s Confucian/Taoist core,\textsuperscript{35} resonates with the modern Chinese approach to warfare. China’s idea of military power differs importantly from Western views. Military force was not simply an extension of politics but was one of many implements political leaders employed to execute policy.\textsuperscript{36} China uses every instrument of national power to achieve its goals and regards this comprehensive endeavor as war. It wields the military tool if it believes it appropriate to do so, yet would rather achieve goals without its use.\textsuperscript{37} China will use all available means to structure the global environment, and to challenge the American economy and national will over time, so that the U.S. “has obviously lost before...it has even begun to recognize the futility of fighting.”\textsuperscript{38}

Sun Tzu’s concept that “war demands deception”\textsuperscript{39} demonstrated itself in China’s 2003 “peaceful rise”\textsuperscript{40} campaign, quickly replaced with phrases like “peaceful coexistence,”\textsuperscript{41} to counter suspicion that China was an increasing challenge to world peace. This campaign presented China’s economic and military buildup as peaceful. Yet Beijing acquired every weapons system it could, launched unrivaled global espionage operations, and exerted economic and military pressure on nations to abandon relations with the U.S. and align with China. In light of China’s actual behavior, U.S. leaders would be wise to observe Shakespeare’s admonition, “The lady doth protest too much, methinks”\textsuperscript{42} when listening to Beijing’s benign announcements of its intentions.

China’s culture and history reveal how it is disposed to use force and how it regards casualties. Andrew Scobell argues convincingly that the most accurate understanding of China’s disposition to use force is evident in a mindset he terms a “Cult of Defense,”\textsuperscript{43} a dangerous penchant to use offensive force, with defensive intentions, if threat is perceived.\textsuperscript{44} An authoritarian regime does not have to answer for military casualties as a democratic leadership would. China killed tens of millions of its own people in the twentieth century, more than any nation in recorded history, and demonstrated that state priorities far outweigh human casualties.\textsuperscript{45} China’s willingness to use force and accept casualties, along with a frame of reference that searches constantly for external and internal hazards,\textsuperscript{46} complicates deterrence. It is within the realm of possibility that China could initiate a losing military confrontation, risking great loss of life, to win an identified political objective.\textsuperscript{47}
China – Friend or Foe?

Examining Beijing's actions and intentions, Americans frequently debate this question: Is China friend or foe? China's intent becomes an issue if Beijing is consciously vested in hegemony rather than merely subconsciously motivated by its history and quest for regime legitimacy. It is perhaps easier to redirect an unconscious inclination than to foil a deliberate plan. However, actions are easier to interpret than intentions, so it is more practical to focus on Beijing's behavior. China, the world's ultimate pragmatic nation, grinds through international relations with an implacable resolve that preserves its own interests first, foremost, and always. It opportunistically seeks relations with other nations to serve those interests. China does not easily categorize as friend or foe, because it behaves as one or the other depending upon which posture best supports its interests.

China is advancing toward domination, but not in the sense of militarily conquer and rule. China set its internal environment for growth and security through economic reform. It set its regional environment for growth and security by normalizing relationships with its immediate neighbors and beginning to settle territorial disputes. China now seeks to set its global environment favorably for growth and security. China's appetite for resources cannot be domestically satiated, and it must secure those resources abroad. China wants to shape a “China-friendly” world in which it has access to abundant resources and in which no other state can interfere with its progress.

China's global activities illustrate that it is energetically pursuing its advantage and America's disadvantage. In every continent China uses economic largesse and financial pressure to build alliances assuring a flow of resources to China, while limiting them to the U.S. and other competitors. China aggressively seeks relationships with non-democratic nations hostile to America and supports their inclinations to withstanding U.S. pressure to reform. China is especially active in Latin America and the Caribbean, establishing advantageous relations geographically close to the U.S., such as a commercial presence near the Panama Canal and complicit liaisons with anti-American leaders in Venezuela and Cuba. China is pursuing the same policies in Africa to promote its political goals and feed its resource appetite. In Europe, Eurasia, and North America, China acquires advanced technology and weaponry through coercive economic agreements and a blizzard of industrial espionage. China's economic practices are at times brazenly lawless, especially at the local and provincial governmental levels and remain largely unchallenged even under provisions of the World Trade Organization, in which China's membership was supported in an unsuccessful attempt to
modify that nation’s political behavior. Whether China is friend or foe, it acts to advance China and thereby hinder America.

The 2005 U.S. National Defense Strategy (NDS) begins with the warning: “America is a nation at war.” Unfortunately this NDS focuses on the less dangerous war. A greater long-term menace is the passive-aggressive contest initiated and conducted quietly by Beijing. Washington recognizes that China frequently does not abide by the rules of international commerce. However, the congressionally-mandated U.S.-China Commission’s mildly worded statement, that “trends in the U.S.-China relationship have negative implications for the long-term economic and security interests of the United States,” does not lend adequate urgency to the situation.

China initiated a war Americans find difficult to recognize. To Beijing, war is a competition for survival, security, and eventual supremacy that may or may not have a kinetic dimension. Eastern leaders value achieving goals without the use of force, while the contrasting Western way of war primarily exercises the military instrument in a defined battle space. Asymmetric warfare perfectly complements Chinese philosophy and exposes the difference between Western and Eastern approaches to war. American war-fighting resembles traditional American activities such as chess, boxing, and football, in which direct force-on-force, power-based tactics reign and opponents clash symmetrically on the battlefield while disdaining unorthodox means. The Chinese way of war relies more on strategy and indirectness, similar to the Chinese game of Go and Chinese martial arts, which reflect the indirect way Chinese think and act. China would rather achieve victory in its war through the accumulated weight of many small indirect victories than through a one-time, costly, large-scale confrontation.

Beijing is currently waging its preferred style of war against the United States – a product of China’s cultural mindset, history, and drive for security. Victory in this war does not require invading or destroying the U.S. but replacing America as the world’s lone superpower, giving China greater freedom to pursue its internal and external policies. Victory cannot come for China unless American power is degraded and unable to deter Chinese actions. The stakes of this war include the balance of power in the Pacific, American security and economic well-being, and possible world dominion by a nation with an historic disregard for democracy and human life. Is China friend or foe? China’s concealed or subconscious intentions may never surface, yet its behavior appears unambiguous and clearly damaging to the U.S.

Like a colossal ship at sea, China has gained considerable momentum and cannot maneuver quickly. Washington must act now to begin redirecting China, yet suitable courses of action are limited. Preventive war, though perhaps conceivable, is not acceptable. Remaining
options include either maintaining today’s alternating engagement and containment approaches or constructing a consistent long-term strategy to guide China toward change.

**Current Policy Has Not Worked**

America’s current China policy is an ambivalent, fluctuating course of action with little hope of initiating a positive change in China’s governance. Washington recently shifted from the Clinton Administration’s tolerant and disastrous “strategic partnership” to the Bush Administration’s initial containment mindset, followed by a wary engagement. U.S. administrations have for thirty years based China policy on hopeful myths, including the misapprehension that globalization and prosperity would mobilize Chinese citizens to secure representative procedures, yet Tiananmen deflated the hope that a wealthy China would quickly evolve into a democratic China. History demonstrates instead that a populace provided with security, basic services, and a wealth-creating environment, maintains little incentive for immediate change. Another factor reducing incentive for change is the substitution of a regime-fostered sense of national pride for the inherent human needs of purpose and meaning. Beijing formerly used communist ideology to maintain internal control but has replaced it with national pride based on increasing global influence, prestige, and power, and China will use the 2008 Olympics as a rallying event to showcase its enhanced place in the world.

Beijing uses economic patronage as another means to maintain power. The Chinese state, deeply intertwined in its economy, accounted for 38% of China’s 2003 GDP. Leveraging that involvement, Beijing appoints 81% of chief executives and 56% of senior corporate executives in state-owned businesses. In today’s China, political power equates to prosperity. China’s expansive economy and patronage system have significantly reduced pressure on political party members to yield power to China’s people. In addition, professionals in repressive cultures often play a key role in democratic revolution, but in China these elites are economically co-opted through government payments. Contrasting with current American policy that wealth will nurture democracy, China’s prosperity actually contributes to the opposite effect.

China watchers hoped that Hu Jintao’s emergence would signal the beginning of a democratization process, but Hu’s consolidation of power quickly killed that hope. He continued investing heavily in China’s paramilitary police force, fully manned by those downsized from China’s army, which can rapidly deploy to counter internal unrest. Beijing further restricted speech and information access within China, deploying over 30,000 Internet police capable of removing “harmful” Internet content within 24 hours of a declared event.
A democratic China should be a primary goal of U.S. diplomatic strategy. However, given China's culture, present leadership, and blossoming prosperity, there is diminishing hope for that over the next decade. The prevailing U.S. ad-hoc vacillation between containment and engagement strategies will not produce desired internal changes and is not a suitable option.

**Proposed Course of Action – Strategic Friction**

China’s rapidly growing power, in the hands of a neo-Leninist, top-down government, is a dangerous commodity. The most effective means of providing China the necessary time to change is to slow the rate of China’s accumulation of power. Rapidly increasing national power without a commensurate sense of global responsibility has proven historically dangerous. Germany, Japan, and the Soviet Union attained great power in the twentieth century faster than their societies could transform to a bottom-up representative system. As in today’s China, authority flowed downward rather than upward, and governing regimes upset the global balance of power with ill-advised exercises of their new-found might. Precipitous changes since 1945 stripped China of much of its older, stabilizing social order, and China is accumulating power too quickly to develop the necessary representative systems and mediating institutions to support the wise use of that power. There is little political feedback to temper Beijing’s judgment regarding how a responsible superpower must behave in its global relations. If China eventually does allow its people some degree of democratic involvement, the emerging form will remain uniquely Eastern and will pay homage to a historical acceptance of strong central authority, yet a “Chinese-flavored” democracy will still be a great asset to the world.

China needs more time for various influences to initiate democratic changes and resolve its evolving self-identity with that of a responsible world power. Two such influences are globalization and spirituality. Globalization is a strong shaping force; given time and access, it could foster democratic changes and incline China’s behavior toward internationally “playing nice in the sandbox.” Regarding spirituality, China’s culture has been historically conditioned by semi-religious philosophies, but its people never largely embraced a relationship with a personal spiritual deity. They consequently endure a personal spiritual vacuum. Emerging to fill this void is China’s expanding underground church, predicted to produce 400 million deeply committed adherents within decades. This belief-based (rather than culturally-based) movement could influence China toward a more responsible international role by transforming individual value-systems and thus impacting cultural values. Time is needed for these influences to effect necessary representational changes. America should carefully consider every instrument of power to incrementally impede China’s growth, in order to buy the
necessary time for China to change enough to conscientiously utilize its power in a global context.

Comprehensive China Strategy

America does not have a comprehensive China strategy. However, Washington cannot devise an effective China plan unless it first accepts the reality and nature of Beijing’s danger. War does not have to be kinetic to be war, and a non-kinetic war can just as surely produce winners and losers. An unrecognized war is an undefended war and, therefore, a lost war. Given China’s drive to achieve superpower status, view of the U.S. as its greatest obstacle, and willingness to militarily defend apprehended interests, it is imperative for the U.S. to construct and implement an effective, all-inclusive strategy toward China. The U.S.-China Commission’s 2005 Report advises that the United States must aggressively address China with a variety of tools and approaches. To meet China’s multi-dimensional challenge, the U.S. must respond multi-dimensionally with all instruments of power to retard China’s rise.

Diplomatic Response

To devise a diplomatic response, America should first ask: What does China want? China wants sovereignty over its people and territory, increased access to energy and food resources, and the respect due to a nation which sees itself as the center of civilization. Diplomacy with China must acknowledge China’s goals. America should find ways to help China obtain what it wants, while slowing its growth and nurturing it as a responsible international actor. China’s initiatives to secure resources demand a vigorous, proactive response from a focused U.S. State Department. Secretaries of State Powell and Rice have engineered a significant increase of the State Department’s strength, efficiency, and effectiveness. Powell’s personnel initiatives are providing more operators to support the U.S. diplomatic effort, and Rice’s budgetary increases to provide targeted spending, combined with her strategic relocation of personnel, will greatly enhance U.S. competition for global influence, especially in developing regions. With this rejuvenated State Department, Washington must accelerate its pursuit of further economic, trade, and defense alliances, not only in China’s backyard but in all resource-rich areas. It must do this realistically, as China does, rather than idealistically. The U.S. must respond actively to China’s “checkbook subversion”; Rice’s changes in USAID could advance that tactic. The fastest-growing and largest economies of the world surround the Pacific Rim. Their relationships with America are increasing their economic and military strength. These relationships can counterbalance China’s increasing
power and moderate its upsurge. India, a nation strategically positioned economically and militarily to possible offset China, is well worth significant relational, military, and economic investment. The State Department's new emphasis on “Transformational Diplomacy” \(^7\) will impede China’s global influence by projecting America as an involved partner wherever China competes with the U.S.

A combined State and Defense effort is essential to multiply American influence in developing regions. While capitalizing on and accommodating Regionally distinctive relationships, Washington should reorganize, realign, and relocate the five combatant commands more closely with the six geographic State Department bureaus to interlock both entities within similar territorial boundaries, which will further strengthen the working relationships between ambassadors and combatant commanders. A regional assistant secretary of state, working shoulder-to-shoulder with a combatant commander within the same geographic boundaries and partnering to address the same concerns, would synchronize and focus military and diplomatic efforts.

Realistic Approach to Taiwan\(^8\)

A chronic diplomatic issue commanding such focused attention is America’s China-Taiwan policy, which elevates the process of reunification above the substance of reunification.\(^9\) Washington accepts the concept of one China, but with a predictable affinity for kinetic war, only opposes Taiwan’s reunification by military force.\(^10\) This confusing position does not resolve the issue. China has demonstrated great perseverance to achieve its national goals. Reunification will eventually happen if Beijing, Washington, and Taipei maintain their current attitudes and policies. China is rapidly developing the military means and methods to take Taiwan quickly before the U.S. can react.\(^11\) If Taiwan relies solely on the U.S., it will one day fall.

Consider a different course of action, understandably controversial, that blends regional stability with the diplomatic strategy of partnership over paternalism.\(^12\) Such an approach lends itself more to a win-win result than the current construct. It borrows from the Chinese way of war by yielding ground to gain a greater advantage. It concedes Taiwan, if it fails to take greater responsibility for its own defense, to ultimately gain a stronger regional hedge around China.

The Taiwan Relations Act\(^13\) was designed to help Taiwan arm and defend itself, but Taiwan now essentially depends on America for defense. Liberty costs both blood and treasure, and free people must be willing to pay the asking price for that liberty. Yet Taiwan,
relying on American blood and treasure, decreased its defense spending as a percentage of GDP from 4.8% to 2.4% since 1995, and recently rejected military upgrades and improvements from the U.S. Washington should communicate unequivocally that the U.S. will help Taiwan defend itself if Taipei commits greater resources to its own defense.

If Taipei does not respond to this message, the U.S. should then recognize that Taiwan has made a sovereign decision and allow it to realize the consequences of that decision. Then America should proclaim that it is honoring Taiwan’s desire to control its own destiny. China would soon get what it wants, and regional tensions would decrease as Washington stopped “interfering in China’s domestic affairs.” The U.S. has feared that if China takes Taiwan militarily, regional nations would lose faith in America’s commitment and gravitate toward China. Structuring regional and worldwide perceptions so that the issue is framed in such a way that America is supporting the sovereign decisions of a friend rather than abandoning a friend, will ameliorate that fear. Washington can shape those perceptions with a strategic information campaign. A Chinese military takeover of Taiwan, augmented by the message that nations must participate actively in their own defense, would motivate some regional nations to increase military spending. Taiwan’s location on sea lanes vital to Japan would also impel Japan to build its military power. This scenario would add to regional balance while decreasing China’s status in world opinion.

If, on the other hand, Taiwan decides to increase its defensive capabilities, its new “teeth” will serve to detain China, especially if the U.S. would add offensive weapons to the package. This scenario will send the message to China’s neighbors that America will help them if they assume greater responsibility for their own sovereignty, thereby disposing them to boost defense spending. A stronger fence would be constructed around China, curtailing its enlargement.

This realistic approach to the Taiwan dilemma is more likely than the current approach to produce a win-win outcome because U.S. security would be enhanced no matter what decision Taiwan makes. In the first scenario, China loses standing in the world and lends the U.S. legitimacy to take a stronger position against China’s economic behavior, while strengthening the regional balance of power. In the second scenario, China’s ambition is forestalled for decades, while greater regional military spending also strengthens the balance of power.

**Economic Response**

China’s economy is Beijing’s strategic center of gravity – its source of real national power and internal legitimacy. Because wealth equates to power and power is essential to achieve its
international political goals and because prosperity mitigates internal dissent, Beijing is focusing intently on its economy. China is building new economic partnerships throughout the world but still relies heavily on American revenues. When it no longer needs American buying power to fund its objectives and when its military deterrent capabilities are sufficient, it will be in a position to more aggressively degrade U.S. capabilities and threaten American interests. China’s power will increase unless its economy is slowed. Involuntary influences, such as lack of water resources and pollution, HIV infection and epidemics, corruption, unemployment and social unrest arising from disparities between urban and rural income, could slow its economy. Aside from the unpredictable possibility of these naturally occurring impacts, deliberately moderating the rate China’s growth is the most direct means of delaying its power build-up and decreasing its threat to America.

Congress can participate in this process by acting decisively with respect to both China and U.S. corporations. However, it will take courageous, selfless congressional leadership due to American addiction to cheap Chinese goods, congressional addiction to corporate money, and corporate America’s unswerving choice of immediate wealth over timeless principle. Congress can use legislation and tax incentives to lure U.S. business to other sources, and increasing the value of China’s Yuan would also help push U.S. companies toward other markets. Small tax increases on companies doing a certain percentage of business with China, with tax incentives to companies opening new markets in other developing countries, will begin to reduce American dependence upon China. Congress can also add tariffs to Chinese goods to level the trading field, which will either decrease the trade imbalance or add to America’s export opportunities. Gradually creating friction between U.S. business and the Chinese economy, while also holding China accountable in world organizations for violations of its commitments, will help abate China’s rise and certainly affect its international conduct. China presently engages in illicit economic behavior almost unchallenged. Warnings of consequences for such behavior must be credible to be effective, yet the U.S. has filed only one WTO complaint against China despite numerous infractions.

China’s economic vulnerabilities provide an opportunity for promoting representative government. Historically, financial crises have generated democratic reforms, and despite China’s surging economy, its economic disparities leave it perilously close to such a crisis. China’s economy is vulnerable in areas such as energy availability and acquisition, limited banking capabilities, cash outflow, and shrinkage of foreign direct investment. Economists can more clearly pinpoint Chinese susceptibilities and plan a legally-vetted campaign that slows China’s economy while safeguarding regional and global economic interdependence.
strategic goal is to skillfully regulate China’s ascension to power without destroying its economy or seriously impacting the global economy. Strategic success will be measured in the number of decades taken from China’s unimpeded economic rise.

**Information Response**

America must engage in all-out information warfare to decelerate China’s ascent, and every creative legal means should be considered to exploit weaknesses. This offensive information campaign should utilize the Internet, information technology, intelligence, and information operations using world opinion to shape China’s society.

The Internet represents one of the greatest threats to Beijing’s internal control, and it works hard to control this gateway to world information. China is energetically exploiting Internet capabilities for intelligence, growing adept at using information technology to penetrate the networks of other governments. The Internet also reciprocally represents opportunities for America. Offensive and defensive “hacking” capabilities, network warfare, and global network operations should continue to be a high U.S. priority in an artfully conceived information campaign to frustrate China’s ambitions.

America’s knowledge of China has key intelligence gaps, such as China’s actual amount of defense spending and the disposition of its weapons systems. American interaction in the Chinese economy, though fueling China’s rise, also presents an opening for “boots-on-the-ground” intelligence gathering to perhaps fill these gaps. More dangerous to America than these gaps is the information and technology flow moving from advanced nations to China through espionage, corporate greed, and Chinese economic coercion. China’s successful intelligence war impels its national military and industrial power forward at comparatively little cost. Safeguarding technology and forcing China to develop it rather than stealing or coercing its acquisition can significantly impede China’s economy. Washington has behaved scandalously in its unwillingness to stop this flow of technology. Along with other governments, Washington has unwittingly contributed to a dangerous proliferation of weapons to those hostile to America and must begin to take seriously its obligation to enforce protection of vital technology.

China, sensitive to world opinion and loss of face, is especially vulnerable to negative publicity. The U.S. should launch a massive public diplomacy campaign to get China’s resistance to democratization, human rights issues, and economic practices in the forefront of every global media outlet. This campaign will necessitate a response from China and spark internal debate.
Military Response

Continued strengthening of the U.S. military can also decelerate China’s expanding potency. Washington must not allow China to outpace America’s conventional or nuclear capabilities and must maintain its clear technological advantages. If the U.S. can stay significantly ahead of China in weapons technology – such as advanced missile defense, electromagnetic pulse (EMP) weapons, and space utilization systems – then China would be forced to spend inordinate amounts of money to develop a costly defense infrastructure, thereby further delaying its power build-up. However, this plan depends upon safeguarding technology from espionage, corporate transmission, and allied governmental transfers to prevent a free ride for China.

China’s military growth is disconcerting, given that it faces no real regional challenge. Its development of intercontinental nuclear missiles as well as land- and sea-launched weapons poses a significant threat to the continental U.S. as well as forward-based land and maritime U.S. forces. Although China has publicly endorsed a “no first-strike” strategic nuclear policy, its “cult of defense” predilection increases the likelihood of a first-strike scenario. America is especially vulnerable to the effects of a high-altitude EMP-producing detonation. Such an attack would cripple America’s economy and infrastructure, yet the U.S. has no publicly-stated policy of response. An effective, operational U.S. anti-missile defense shield and credible EMP deterrence are thus essential to American security.

Maintaining a U.S. regional presence is critical, and Pacific Command has positioned both a quantity and variety of land, air, and sea forces throughout the Pacific to counter China’s growing conventional power. This deployment should both continue and increase throughout the region. Guam’s Andersen Air Force Base is a model for power-projection basing, but it presents the Chinese with a convenient “one-stop shopping” target, not unlike the clustered battleships and aircraft in 1941’s Oahu. Pacific Command must continue securing diverse basing throughout the region.

China, the first civilization to launch rockets, has prodigious ambitions for space, so America must not give Beijing the opportunity to secretly militarize space. Washington should resist Beijing’s pressure to sign further space-limitation treaties, since China would likely violate such accords while holding America to their terms. Although the U.S. participates in treaties addressing the militarization of space, many capabilities are not currently limited by law or treaty, so America can still exploit space legally. Space-control and force-application programs must increase, and the U.S. must revive its ground-based anti-satellite programs. If
threatened by EMP weapons, nuclear ballistic missiles, or attacks against space instrumentation, the U.S. must be prepared to act immediately to control space.

**Asymmetric Threat**

America has proven itself vulnerable to low-tech asymmetric attacks, and China is even more dangerous with its high-tech asymmetric abilities. Two senior PLA officers in 1999 detailed an application of unrestricted warfare between disparate military powers in which the lesser could defeat the greater. Unrestricted warfare employs all imaginable methods to degrade enemy capabilities, including drug-smuggling, computer infrastructure attacks, assassinations, environmental destruction, and subversion of financial systems – the list continues as far as imagination allows. There are no moral constraints in unrestricted war; ultimate victory is the only guiding principle, so all capabilities are desirable as long as they are effective. High-tech applications of this type of warfare could significantly attenuate the U.S. economy, degrade its military, and deflect U.S. attention and resources to other areas of the globe, while China’s military power becomes too formidable to challenge.

How should the U.S. respond? The legendary Marine motto to “Improvise, Adapt and Overcome” applies. Two American strategists, using fire against fire, recently arose to the occasion with a construct they labeled “combination warfare.” They contend that in combination warfare, not unlike unrestricted warfare, many unlikely events, such as crashing a stock-market or launching a crippling computer virus, can become weapons against combatants and entire populations. The U.S. is a nation of laws and morality, so certain uses of combination warfare could be legally or ethically questionable, appearing contrary to Western concepts of engagement on the field of honor. America is, however, currently engaged in a non-kinetic war with an ascending world power that does not share the same values. The U.S. must creatively use all legal forms of war to contest this vigorously active competitor. Combination warfare activates every imaginable national instrument of power and may be Washington’s best hope to delay China’s rise and thus enable it to develop more responsible use of its increasing power. America must here choose realism over idealism.

**Conclusion:**

Without substantial change in China’s culture, its eventual manifestation as a great world power requires a corresponding decline of American power. Beijing, perhaps influenced by the Confucian wisdom, “Just as there are not two suns in the sky, so there cannot be two emperors on earth,” will not yet share dominion. China is capable of using force with little regard for
the cost to its own people and views asymmetric conflict as a legitimate means to degrade U.S. strength and influence. This positions Beijing as a formidable world competitor rather than a world partner. Although increasing U.S. military and diplomatic capabilities to levels necessary to retain U.S. dominance will cost a higher percentage of GDP than current spending, the alternative will some day cost the nation much more. Washington must grasp the concept that the U.S. is in danger of losing its place within short decades and convince the American people that an untamed dragon prowls their neighborhood.

America’s most suitable response to China’s ascent is to pragmatically engage Beijing in areas of common interest while applying subtle friction to its economy. An economic slowdown will be more effective than the current unchallenged economic boom in facilitating democratic reforms by stirring greater discontent and hindering China’s patronage system. Adding decades to China’s rise will give its culture necessary time to react to global influences and offer any grassroots democratic initiatives opportunities to propagate. This is a dicey proposition. Without the wisest of hands at the controls, the strategy risks damaging U.S. and world economies, provoking open conflict, or encouraging a new and more perilous cold war. However, unless the U.S. is willing to step aside as the only superpower and consign that responsibility to an authoritarian, repressive regime, it must carefully absorb the risk and use a full spectrum of means to stall China’s economy while maintaining an even greater military advantage. Is it right or ethical to manipulate the economy of 1.3 billion people for a greater world good? If this approach prevents a disastrous war, maintains U.S. dominance, and eventually leads to a responsible China willing to share the burden of maintaining international order, the answer is clearly, “Yes.”
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